If online planning is such a great idea, why didn’t somebody think of it years ago?

Forecast…
Assign…
Plan…
Balance…
Track…
Select…
Adjust…
Optimize…
Analyze…
…with ONPASS
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We did.
In 1974, to be exact. That's when we began to sell ONPASS — the first online pupil assignment system. Now, 14 years later, ONPASS is an essential planning tool at school districts throughout the country.

We've had 14 years to develop, test, refine, and improve ONPASS. Here's what that means to you:

Functionality
ONPASS isn't just a faster way to count pins. It uses the power of the computer to enable you to forecast enrollment trends for years into the future, then devise creative, optimum strategies for dealing with future changes — either growth or decline.

Flexibility
You make the rules for how to assign students, and ONPASS follows them. You have complete control over the process.

Optimum assignments
ONPASS' unique assignment algorithm lets you optimize student assignments automatically according to your criteria.

Speed
Efficient software design allows ONPASS to do in seconds what used to take hours or days. Because it's so fast, you can experiment with several planning alternatives to find the best one.

Reliability
The best test of software reliability is lots of use over a long time by many different people. ONPASS' record of thousands of hours of use by hundreds of people over 14 years is your assurance of reliability.

Support
The quality of support you get is as critical to your success as the quality of the software. ONPASS is backed by professionals in education, planning, and computer technology who will make sure you get started right.

Satisfied users
More than 20 districts have made ONPASS the cornerstone of their planning and student assignment operations. Many of them have used ONPASS for years. We will be pleased to furnish a list of satisfied users.

And now, graphics
For those who want to make use of the color graphics capabilities of today's personal computers, we now offer ONPASS GRAPHICS, the color graphics option for ONPASS. ONPASS GRAPHICS produces color displays of attendance boundaries, student residence distributions, and other information produced by ONPASS.

ONPASS GRAPHICS is an optional enhancement and is not required for any of the system's functions. ONPASS GRAPHICS can be purchased with the system or added later.